DIRECTIONS
Fly a kite in an open spot far from electric power lines. Never use metal
wire or wet string. If your kite gets caught in a power line or in tree branches

near a power line, don't try to get it down . Instead, call your electric power
company.

This tells you to fly a kite in
(A) an open spot
(B) a busy city
(C) the water
2.

Never use metal wire or
(A) wet string
(B) red ribbon
(C) rubber bands

3.

A kite caught in or near power lines should be(A) left alone
(B) pulled loose
(C) shot at

4.

You should call your(A) fire department
(B) police department
(C) electric power company

DIRECTIONS
Below you will find a very short story. The sentences are not in the right
order. Put numbers in front of the sentences to show the right order.
A dancer spun round and round.
The dancer bowed as the curtain closed.
The curtain opened.
1.

You are asked to find the
(A) dancer
(B) sentence
(C) right order

2.

You are to look at a story that is very(A) funny
(B) short
(C) sad

3.

Before each sentence put a(A) letter
(B) number
(C) line

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

A dancer spun round and round.
The dancer bowed as the curtain closed.
The curtain opened.

DIRECTIONS
Like children, cats do not always want to take medicine . Here is a way to
get cats to swallow some . First, measure out the medicine . Then pour the
medicine on their fur. Cats are neat, so they will lick it right off.

I.

These directions show how to get cats to(A) clean themselves
(B) obey you
(C) take medicine

2.

You are to put the medicine(A) in a spoon
(B) in a dish
(C) on the cat

3.

It is clear that most cats(A) do not like medicine
(B) like medicine
(C) are not like children

4.

Cats will usually lick medicine from(A) a dropper
(B) a spoon
(C) their fur

DIRECTIONS
See if you can tell the difference between a sentence and a part of a
sentence . Put an X in front of the words below that are complete sentences.
Could not be found .
Sat down near me.
We went to the store.
The children waved to us.
1.

You are getting practice in(A) spelling words

(B) recognizing sentences
(C) using capitals

2.

The groups of words you choose should(A) not be sentences
(B) be sentences
(C) be parts of sentences

3.

The correct answer must have(A) an X
(B) a circle

(C) a check mark

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

Could not be found.
Sat down near me.
We went to the store .
The children waved to us.

DIRECTIONS
Look at each pair of words . Decide which of the two words comes first in
alphabetical order. Put a line under it.

1.

meant
number

rabbit
leaf

high
kettle

west
trunk

garage
basket

candle
donkey

You are asked to decide the order of(A) each pair of words
(B) all fifty words

(C) just the first two words

2.

In order to follow these directions, you must know how to(A) count to twenty
(B) alphabetize words
(C) sound out the letters

3.

Your answer must be(A) checked
(B) underlined
(C) circled

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

meant
number

rabbit
leaf

h
kettle

west
trunk

garage
basket

candle
donkey

DIRECTIONS
Read the four statements below. If a statement is true, write a T on the
line. If it is false, write F.
Sandwiches are put into lunch boxes.
Babies can read and write.
Snow falls during the winter.
People eat breakfast in the morning.
I.

You are asked to decide whether statements are
(A) true or false
(B) questions
(C) sentences

2.

Your answer will have a(A) T or F
(B) Nor Y
(C) T or N

3.

The letters must be placed-

(A) after the sentences
(B) on the lines
(C) under the sentences

4.

Is it right?

+rue
Ise
tru
true

(A) Yes

(B) No

Sandwiches are put into lunch boxes.
Babies can read and write.
Snow falls during the winter.
People eat breakfast in the morning .

DIRECTIONS
Read each word at the left. Find the same word at the right. Put a line
under it .
age. .. ......... . .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. act................ add............... age. ............ .. .. .....
jump.......... ........ .. ............ ........ jar................ jump............ join......................
house........................... ............ house........... horse............ home................ ...
You are to look for a word to the right that is the same as the one on the(A) left
(B) step
(C) top
2.

You are to draw a(A) letter
(B) picture
(C) line

3.

Your mark must be made(A) under the word
(B) over the word
(C) in back of the word

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

age... .. .. .. .. .. .............. .. .. .... .. .. ....

............ add... .. .. .... .. .. age............ ..........

jump . .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. ...

............. jump.... .. .. .. .. join ........ .. .. .. ...... ..

house........... .. .... ....... ...............

........ horse............ home.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .

DIRECTIONS
You can put together a toy for your pet that makes music. Run a rubber
band through the hole of an empty spool . Tie a small bell at each end . Glue bits
of colored wool around the spool . Your pet will make music by rolling and
chasing the colorful toy around.

These directions tell you how to make something for your(A) parents
(B) pet
(C) teacher

2.

A rubber band is pushed through the hole of a(A) needle
(B) door
(C) spool

3.

Bells are tied to the rubber band to make(A) weight
(B) music
(C) footprints

4.

The colored wool makes the toy(A) dark
(B) bright
(C) dull

DIRECTIONS
Draw a circle around the word that means the same as the word at the start
of the line.
little ............................. small ................... big................. ...... large.................
under.......................... . before ................. over..................... beneath.............
house........................... pipe..................... home............ ... . .... mouse...............
You are to look for words that(A) mean the same
(B) are opposites
(C) are long
2.

The correct answer should be
(A) missing
(B) underlined
(C) circled

3.

The answer should mean the same as the(A) first word
(B) rhyming word
(C) last word

4.

Is it right?

little .............................

(A) Yes

(B) No
'

big ................ ....... large.................

under... . . . .. . .............. .. .. before ................. over.....................
house.......... ................. pipe.... .... .... .. .... ...

................ mouse............. ..

DIRECTIONS
There are four words in the left-hand column. To the right of each word
are two more words. Choose the one that is opposite in meaning to the word at
the left. Circle it.

1.

listen

- speak, hear

below

- beside, above

everyone

- lately, nobody

many

- few, some

You are to find a word that is(A) the same in meaning
(B) the opposite in meaning
(C) very easy

2.

You are to choose from(A) two words
(B) four words
(C) five words

3.

The word you choose must be(A) checked
(B) circled
(C) written

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

listen

hear

below

- beside,

everyone

- lately,

many

some

DIRECTIONS
In each sentence below one of the words is not complete . Look at the
letters below the sentence . Find the letter that is missing from the word.
Circle it.
Here is a p..... n to write with.
a

r

e

Isn't the s.....n hot today?
u

s

i

You are asked to find the
(A) complete story
(B)

missing letter

(C) missing words
2.

You must look at the(A) whole alphabet
(B) letters under the sentence
(C) numbers to the right
You are asked to make a(A) circle
(B) line
(C) box

4.

Is it right?

(B) No

(A) Yes

Here is a p.....n to write with.
a

0

eO

r

Isn't the s.....n hot today?
s

i

DIRECTIONS
You can make a pretty box to keep little things in. Cover a small box with
black paper. Use a paper punch to press out tiny circles of colored paper. Paste

the circles on the black paper in a pleasing way. Paint two coats of clear finish
over the box.

You will need a box, black paper, colored paper, clear finish, and(A) a pencil
(B) thread
(C) a paper punch
2.

The box is to be covered with
(A) black paper
(B) cloth
(C) gold

3.

The paper punch is used. to(A) make a notebook
(B) make tiny circles
(C) draw dots

4.

After the circles are pasted on, the box is covered with
(A) red paint
(B) black paper
(C) clear finish

DIRECTIONS
At the top of each column is a word that heads a group of words . The
words below it may or may not belong in the group . Decide which words
belong in the group. Circle only those that have something to do with the head
word.
FOOD

PLANTS

ANIMALS

silver

sentence

giraffe

potatoes

tree

different

cabbage

rose

zebra

You are to find words that belong to each(A) group
(B) paragraph
(C) sentence
2.

The words in each group must have something to do with the
(A) last word
(B) headword
(C) story

3.

You are to show your answers with a(A) circle
(B) line
(C) picture

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

FOOD

PLANTS

silver

sentence

*potatoes

~C tree

.*cabbage

rose

ANIMALS
* giraffe
different
zebra

DIRECTIONS
There are three words on each line. Two of the three belong together. Put
an X on the word that does not belong .

eye.. .. .. ... ......... .........
milk....... ..................
blue......... ................
sleep....... .................
l.

ear......................... ....
cow...................... .....
school........................
run............................

tent.. .... .. .. .. ..... .. .. ...
book.. ........ .. .. .. .. .....
red .........................
bed......... ................

You are to find a word on each line that(A) sounds the same
(B) does not belong
(C) means the same

2.

On each line there are(A) three words
(B) two words
(C) five words

3.

Your answer is to be marked with
(A) a circle
(B) an X
(C) a star

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No
ear...... ....................... Ykt........................

.....................

eye ...........................

. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

milk....... .................. cow...........................

.. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. ... blue.. .... .. ...... .......... .
.. ...... .. .... .. .. .. . sleep................. .......

SAol........................ red .........................

06............................ bed .........................

DIRECTIONS
Read each group of words below. Do they describe something you can
hear or something you can taste? Put an X in the box to the right under the
correct heading.
TASTE
HEAR
a door slam
an apple pie
a phone ring
chicken soup
You are to choose words that describe something you can
(A) hear or taste
(B) see or touch
(C) hear or see

2.

To show the answer, you must use(A) an X
(B) a line
(C) a circle

3.

Your answer must be placed under the(A) sentence
(B) dots
(C) correct heading

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No
HEAR

a door slam
an apple pie
a phone ring
chicken soup

X

TASTE

X

DIRECTIONS
Read the parts of the sentences below. Make each one into a whole
sentence . Write your complete sentence on the line below each sentence part.
went to school

in our car

I.

You are asked to make(A) whole sentences
(B) sentence parts
(C) capital letters

2.

You have been given two(A) letters
(B) whole thoughts
(C) parts of sentences

3.

You are asked to(A) number each sentence
(B) write each sentence
(C) check each sentence

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No
went to school

i dmn went to w nool on +-ha b)s .
in our car

Wew +ook a long
+ri c
in our cam
I
.j

DIRECTIONS
Read each sentence below. Notice the word that is underlined. Then look at
the words to the right of each sentence . Put a star in front of the word that
means the same, or almost the same, as the underlined word.
Everyone rushed to the parade.

walked

ran

I lifted the cat into the air.

raised

dropped

At last the game was over.

started

finished

You are asked to find words that(A) mean the opposite
(B) mean the same
(C) start the same
2.

You are to find the meaning of the(A) circled word
(B) underlined word
(C) first word

3.

Your answers must have a(A) circle around
(B) star in front
(C) line under

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

Everyone rushed to the parade.
I lifted the cat into the air.
At last the game was over.

(B) No
walked
* raised
started

* ran
dropped
finished

DIRECTIONS
Study the sentences below. In each sentence draw a line under the word
that tells who. Then circle the word that says how.
We talked quietly.
You ran quickly.
The children sang softly.
1.

First, look for words that tell(A) when
(B) who
(C) where

2.

Then, look for words that tell(A) why
(B) how
(C) what

3.

Your answers must be
(A) underlined and circled
(B) underlined and checked
(C) colored and circled

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

Qalked quietly.
a n quickly.
ang softly.

DIRECTIONS
What happens to plants if they do not get light? You can find out by doing
this experiment .
EXPERIMENT
Use two plants. Water both of them well. Cover one plant
with a bag. Do not cover the other plant. After five days, take off
the bag. Look at the plants.

1.

You are to find out what happens when plants do not get(A) water
(B) light
(C) heat

2.

Give both plants plenty of
(A) sand
(B) salt
(C) water

3.

Over one plant you must put a(A) book
(B) bag
(C) egg

4.

You are to look at the plants after(A) a day
(B) a year
(C) five days

DIRECTIONS
Here is how to give medicine to your dog. Raise its head upward. Pull its
lower lip out and upward. Then pour in the medicine . Hold its jaws tightly until

it swallows . Be careful not to get your fingers in the dog's mouth. If your dog
has to take a pill, roll the pill in peanut butter. The dog will gulp it down
eagerly.

1.

These directions tell you how to
(A) train your dog
(B) keep your dog healthy
(C) give your dog medicine

2.

To keep the pill out of sight(A) put it in a box
(B) wrap it in paper
(C) cover it with peanut butter

3.

Before you pull the dog's lip out and upward,(A) put in the peanut butter
(B) raise its head
(C) pour in the medicine

4.

Before you hold its jaws tightly,(A) pullout its tongue
(B) pour in the medicine
(C) lower its head

DIRECTIONS
Do you want to make a tent? Get a long pole. Hammer it into the ground
leaving three or more feet sticking up above the ground . Tie an open umbrella
near the top of the pole. Cover the umbrella with a big cloth.

This tells you how to make(A) a pole
(B) a tent
(C) an umbrella

2.

You are asked to hammer a(A) nail
(B) table
(C) pole

3.

The umbrella you use must be(A) closed
(B) opened
(C) wet

4.

You are to place a big cloth over the(A) ground
(B) umbrella
(C) tree

DIRECTIONS
If you get chewing gum on your clothes, here is how to get it off. Place an
ice cube against the gum. In a few minutes the gum will no longer be soft and
sticky . It will turn hard. Then just pick the gum off your clothing.

These directions tell you how to(A) keep your clothes neat
(B) use ice cubes
(C) get gum off your clothing
2.

You are to make the gum
(A) melt
(B) stick to the cube
(C) hard

3.

The ice cube is to be placed
(A) inside the clothes
(B) in your shoes
(C) against the gum

4.

You are to take off the gum by(A) chewing it
(B) melting it
(C) picking it

DIRECTIONS
Letters from one word can sometimes be put in a different order to spell
another word. Three names are printed below. In the blanks write the letters of
the names in a different order to fit the clues.
ABBY

-a newborn child

LEE

-a fish

MARY

-many soldiers

l.

You are asked to change the order of the(A) letters
(B) acts
(C) stories

2.

After each name there
(A)
(B)
(C)

3.

You are to write a new word in each(A) box
(B) blank

arenumbers
clues
circles

(C) book

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

ABBY

-a newborn child

ahsly

LEE

-a fish

EEL

MARY

-many soldiers

ARMY

DIRECTIONS
Here are some ways to remember the names of people you meet: (1)
Listen when the name is said. (2) Learn how to spell the name . (3) Say
something about the name. This makes you use it . (4) Be sure to say the name
when you say good-bye .

When the name is said,(A) listen
(B) wave
(C) stamp
2.

Find out how the name is(A) spelled
(B) folded
(C) practiced

3.

Talk about the name, so the name is
(A) forgotten
(B) used
(C) overlooked

4.

Say the name when you say(A) good-bye
(B) bah
(C) golly

DIRECTIONS
Here are some word squares . Circle the squares that spell the same word
across and down .
a
e

p
e

e

b

a

a

t

a

r

s

0

g
e

a

c

e

e

e

w

e

b

1.

This unit shows you ord(A) sentences
(B) squares
(C) books

2.

To outline the right a swers, you must use(A) circles
(B) squares
(C) cones

3.

You are to look for the same words going(A) across and down
(B) through the center
(C) up and down

4.

Is it right?

(B) No

(A) Yes
b
t

0

e

s Fe7e

DIRECTIONS
A sentence is a group of words that make a complete thought . The groups
of words below are not sentences. Add some words to each group to make it
into a sentence . Begin each sentence with a capital letter and put a period or
question mark at the end.
the door
to the school

l.

You are asked to make(A) complete sentences
(B) parts of sentences
(C) parts of words

2.

To each word group, you need to(A) take away words
(B) add words
(C) find little words

3.

Each sentence must have a period or question mark and a(A) name
(B) comma
(C) capital letter

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No
the door

ease close +-her door.
S we-n+

to the school

t0 +%P' SC.hoo l

DIRECTIONS
Look at the three words on each line below. Find a word on each line that
has one of these sounds-un, an, en. Draw a circle around it.
........ .. . .. ... .... . then.............. ........... this........................... cat......................... ..
...... ... .. .. .. .. .... fun............... ............ him.......................... fox...........................
.. .. . .. .............. call. ........ .... .............. top........................... can.... .. .. ........ .. .. .... .. .
1.

You are to look for words with(A) un, an, en
(B) it, at, et
(C) all, ell, ill

2.

The right answers must be(A) circled
(B) underlined
(C) crossed out

3.

On each line there is(A) one right answer
(B) two right answers
(C) no right answer

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

.............. ....... then......................... this...........................
............ ......... fun ..... . .. ...................

........................ fox...........................

... ...... .. . . ....... .. .. top........................... can.................... .......

DIRECTIONS
A part of a sentence can answer the question where . The word where
makes you think of a place . Find the part that tells where in each of the two
sentences below. Draw a line under it .
We went to the movies in the afternoon .
There, in the middle of the road, sat a turtle .

1.

You are asked to find(A) reason words
(B) time words
(C) place words

2.

The words about a place answer the question(A) how
(B) when
(C) where

3.

The answer should be(A) circled
(B) underlined
(C) checked

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

We went to the movies in the afternoon.
There, in the middle of the road, sat a turtle.

DIRECTIONS
Do you want to have a turtle race? Get your friends to line up with their
bikes at a starting line . On a signal they must ride as slowly as possible to the
finish line. The rider who gets there last wins. Anyone who touches a foot to the
ground during the race is out.

1.

This tells you how to play(A) horse race
(B) boat race
(C) turtle race

2.

Those in the race ride on(A) cars
(B) horses
(C) bikes

3.

After hearing a signal, the riders go
(A) slowly
(B) quickly
(C) swiftly

4.

The last person to get to the finish line
(A) loses
(B) wins
(C) finds

DIRECTIONS
If someone tells you there is no more toothpaste in the tube, do this trick.
Let hot water run on the "empty" tube for several minutes. Then ask the person
to squeeze the tube. Like magic, there will be enough for a last brushing .

This tells you how to-

(A) brush your teeth
(B) find more toothpaste
(C) use hot water

2.

You are to put the tube under(A) the sink
(B) hot water
(C) cold water

3.

After the tube is put under water, it is to be(A) squeezed
(B) thrown away
(C) shaken

4.

When the tube is squeezed,(A) no paste will come out
(B) the tube will be empty
(C) the last of the paste will come out

DIRECTIONS
Do things float better in salt water?
EXPERIMENT
Put an egg into a glass. Then pour in fresh water. The egg
will stay on the bottom of the glass. Now pour salt into the water.
The egg will rise to the surface .

1.

You are to find out what happens to things that float in
(A) salt water
(B) air
(C) a glass

2.

Before you pour in the
(A)
(B)
(C)

3.

When a boat is taken from fresh water and placed in the ocean, it will
float(A) worse
(B) better
(C) the same

4.

In the Great Salt Lake,
impossible to
(A)
(B)
(C)

salt,put in an egg
take out the egg
pour out the water

which is much saltier than the ocean, it is almost
sink
float
walk

DIRECTIONS
All but one of the letters of the alphabet are printed below. Look at them
carefully. Write the letter that has been left out on the line .

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSTUVWXYZ

1.

You are asked to find out which letter is(A) first
(B) missing
(C) last

2.

You are to write

3.

You are to write your answer(A) at the start
(B) in the middle
(C) on the line

4.

Is it right?

(A) the alphabet
(B) the missing letter
(C) part of a sentence

(A) Yes

(B) No

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSTUVWXYZ

DIRECTIONS
You can make leaf creatures. Find different kinds of leaves . Place the
leaves on paper and outline their shapes with a crayon or pen . Let your
imagination go wild as you add ears, noses, eyes, mouths, tails, and legs.

This tells you how to make leaf(A) pods
(B) creatures
(C) soup
2.

You are to find leaves that are(A) different
(B) matching
(C) the same

3.

To outline leaf shapes, use a pen or(A) wire
(B) crayon
(C) needle

4.

The leaf shapes will turn into strange creatures as you add(A) body parts
(B) funny names
(C) word parts

DIRECTIONS
To hammer a nail, hold the hammer in the hand you use most . Do not hold
it tightly near the head . Use the thumb and first two fingers of your other hand
to steady the nail. Give a few gentle taps with the hammer until the nail stays in

by itself . Take away your fingers . Then drive the nail with harder blows until it
goes in all the way.

1.

The hand you use most should(A) hold the nail
(B) hold the hammer
(C) touch your hand

2.

Steady the nail with
(A) the thumb and first two fingers
(B) your teeth
(C) the hammer

3.

A few easy taps will keep the nail from(A) making a hole
(B) going in
(C) falling out

4.

After you take away your fingers, hit the nail
(A) from the side
(B) harder
(C) softer

DIRECTIONS
Look at the two rows of words below. Each word in the first column means
the same as a word in the second column . Draw lines between the words that
mean the same.

quick

little
1.

You must find the words that(A) mean the same
(B) look the same
(C) are not alike

2.

You are to look at the words in
(A) sentences
(B) two columns
(C) one column

3.

The words must have lines
(A) under them
(B) between them
(C) over them

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

DIRECTIONS
Here is an experiment which will help you learn about the top, or surface,
of water.
EXPERIMENT
Fill a dish with water. Carefully place a dry needle across a
fork. Lower the fork to the top of the water in the dish. Let the
needle gently roll off the fork. Watch closely and try to answer
these questions : Is the surface of the water like skin? Is it strong?
Is the water bent? What happens to the needle?

l.

You are to do an experiment to find out about(A) running water
(B) the surface of water
(C) drinking water

2.

You are to put the water(A) on the needle
(B) on your skin
(C) in a dish

3.

When you put the needle on the fork, it must be(A) sharp
(B) dry
(C) threaded

4.

If you watch closely, you will be able to answer questions about(A) what happens
(B) what splashes
(C) the fork

DIRECTIONS
You can have an insect zoo . When you find an insect you want to study,
put it with some grass and dirt into a clear glass bowl . Place waxed paper over the
top and keep it tight with a rubber band . Punch some air holes in the paper.
After watching the insect for a day or two, let it go .

These directions tell you how to make(A) an apartment
(B) a fishbowl
(C) an insect zoo
2.

The insect is put into a glass bowl for
(A) worry
(B) study
(C) repair

3.

Holes are punched in the waxed paper top to give the insect(A) warmth
(B) light ,
(C) air

4.

After a day or two, the insect should be set(A) free
(B) upside down
(C) on fire

DIRECTIONS
Each word below can be made into a new word by adding an ending .
Make a whole new word out of each one by adding an ing. Write the new word
on the line.

I.

You are to make a new word by adding(A) an ending
(B) a letter
(C) five letters

2.

The answer is to be written(A) below the words
(B) on the line
(C) before the words

3.

You must write the
(A) "ing" only
(B) whole new word
(C) same word

4.

Is it right?
play
call

pI

(A) Yes

Gales

`9

(B) No
swing
jump

3 W 1 hQ 1 hQ

m

h

DIRECTIONS
Do you have mice in your house? Here are some good ways to catch them
with a trap. Bait the trap with peanut butter or cheese . Mice find these foods
tasty. If you have no peanut butter or cheese, try cotton . Mice like to use it for
building their nests .

From these directions you have learned that mice(A) eat anything
(B) have favorite foods
(C) are hardly ever hungry
2.

It is clear that mice often live in(A) the cold
(B) buildings
(C) trees

3.

You can also be sure that mice(A) are fast
(B) are neat
(C) build nests for themselves

4.

You have also learned that mice(A) eat cotton
(B) get tangled up in cotton
(C) use cotton for their nests

DIRECTIONS
As you read each sentence below, look at the two words to the right of it .
One of these words must be used to complete the sentence. Choose the correct
word and circle it.
Debbie........................to see Jane.

wanting

wanted

Jeff. ............ .. .. to the store.

walk

walked

Three of the .. ... . .. .. .....came here.

child

children

1.

You must choose the word that(A) is funny
(B) fits in
(C) is short

2.

You are to look at words to the right of each(A) story
(B) picture
(C) sentence

3.

You are asked to(A) circle
(B) check
(C) cross out

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

Debbie........................to see Jane.

wanting

wanted

Jeff. .. .. ............to the store.

walk

walked

Three of the.... .. .. .......came here.

child

children

DIRECTIONS
Here are ways to keep a new puppy quiet and happy at night. Put a ticking
alarm clock in its box. The ticking will remind the puppy of the beating of its
mother's heart. Wrap a hot water bottle in a blanket and place it nearby . It will
make the puppy feel warm and protected .

From these directions you learn how to(A) run a kennel
(B) keep a puppy happy at night
(C) take care of a dog
2.

The ticking alarm clock reminds the puppy of(A) its mother's heartbeat
(B) its brothers and sisters
(C) a cat

3.

A blanket is used to wrap the
(A) puppy
(B) clock
(C) hot water bottle

4.

The puppy will feel as if(A) its mother is nearby
(B) the box is crowded
(C) it's very noisy

DIRECTIONS
Read each of the words below . Think of the number of syllables in each one .
If the word has one syllable, write 1 in front of it. If it has two syllables, write 2 .

1.

under

spring

rhyme

matter

pasture

welcome

pilot

sudden

chatter

You are to figure out the(A) order of words
(B) meaning of words
(C) number of syllables

2.

Each of the words has either(A) one or two syllables
(B) three or four syllables
(C) no syllables

3.

You are asked to write the number(A) in back of the word
(B) in front of the word
(C) under the word

4.

Is it right?
under
matter
eZ- pilot

(A) Yes
I

(B) No
spring

-A- rhyme

pasture

Z welcome

sudden

Z chatter

DIRECTIONS
Read each sentence . Write Yes if the sentence is true. Write No if the
sentence is not true .
Children can run.
Coats keep us warm .
Big books can fly.
1.

Answer "Yes" or "No" about each
(A) sentence
(B) word
(C) story

-

2.

Your answer must be(A) written
(B) guessed
(C) readout loud

3.

Your answer will be "Yes" if the sentence is(A) not true
(B) true
(C) a word

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

Children can run.

lea

Coats keep us warm.
Big books can fly.

No

DIRECTIONS
Look at the calendar page . Write the answers to the questions on the lines
below.
MAY
S

M T W T
F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

On which day of the week does the second fall?
What is the date of the last Monday of the month?

1.

You are asked to answer questions about(A) March
(B) the calendar page
(C) years

2.

The letters "S, M, T, W T, F, S," on the calendar stand for(A) a year
(B) a month
(C) days of the week

3.

The answers should be(A) written
(B) checked
(C) circled

4.

Is it right?

MAY
M T W T
F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
S

(A) Yes

(B) No

On which day of the week does the second fall?

S

r

What is the date of the last Monday of the month?

AA a~

DIRECTIONS
Some of the words below describe how something looks . They are called
picture words because they help give a clear picture of something . Underline
the picture words.
is

green

small

red

and

but

big

are

can

You are to look for words that help you(A) spell well
(B) count well
(C) picture things
2.

Picture words describe how something(A) looks
(B) sounds
(C) tastes

3.

Your answer must be
(A) circled
(B) underlined
(C) written

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

is

green

small

red

and

but

big

are

can

DIRECTIONS
Read the sentences below . Think of the endings that should be added.
Circle them.
The children walked slow.......... up the hill.
ish

ly

ing

We were follow.......... the leader.
ed

ing

est

I.

You are asked to choose(A) the first word
(B) the right sentence
(C) the right ending

2.

The answer choices are found(A) below the sentences
(B) above the sentences
(C) beside the sentences

3.

The correct answers should be(A) checked
(B) crossed out
(C) circled

4.

Is it right?

(A) Yes

(B) No

The children walked slow.......... up the hill.
ish

ly

We were follow.......... the leader.
ing

est

DIRECTIONS
Write the answer for each sentence on the line . The answer must be a word
with a short o sound .
We put the toys into the
It is very

today.

Mother has a new
l.

You are to think of(A) short vowel words
(B) long vowel words
(C) big words

2.

Each answer must be written
(A) in the box
(B) on the line
(C) in the circle

3.

You are asked to write
(A)
(B)
(C)

4.

Is it right?

the

vowel "i"
word
vowel "e"

(A) Yes

(B) No

We put the toys into the
It is very

hofi

Mother has a new

bow .

today.
.

DIRECTIONS
Do you have a rusty knife? Here is how to make the rust disappear . Stick
the blade into an onion. Leave it there for an hour. Then take the knife out of
the onion and wash the blade . Use a cloth to wipe it dry. Watch the rust come
right off!

This tells you how to(A) use a knife
(B) cut onions
(C) get rid of rust
2.

You are to stick the blade into(A) the bread
(B) the meat
(C) an onion

3.

Before you wash the blade,
(A) shine it
(B) pull it from the onion
(C) heat it

4.

You are to take the knife from the onion after(A) a minute
(B) a day
(C) an hour

DIRECTIONS
You can make pretty note cards with dried flowers . Collect some small
flowers. Press them'in a book for twenty-four hours, or until they are flat. Cut
sheets of 8 i by 11-inch paper in half from side to side. Fold each half. Spread
glue on the flowers with a toothpick. Place the flowers nicely on the front of
each card. Make sure the glue dries . Use the cards for party invitations, writing
paper, or cards for special days.

You are to collect
(A) shells
(B) flowers
(C) stamps

2.

Cut in half paper that measures(A) 8 2 by 11 inches
(B) 8 i by 14 inches
(C) 3 by 5 inches

3.

Spread the glue with
(A) your finger
(B) a toothpick
(C) an envelope

4.

Be sure that the glue(A) melts
(B) freezes
(C) dries

DIRECTIONS
Do you have trouble pulling your rubber boots over your shoes? Put
plastic bags over your shoes first. Bread bags are the perfect size. You will find
that your boots now slip on easily over the slippery plastic . Your shoes will stay
drier too, with their plastic coverings.

You are asked to cover your shoes with
(A) leather polish
(B) plastic bags
(C) olive oil
2.

Bread bags are
(A) the perfect size
(B) much too costly
(C) not large enough

3.

Boots will slip on easily over the slippery
(A) ice
(B) plastic
(C) glass

4.

The extra covering will keep your shoes(A) lighter
(B) looser
(C) drier

